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stream and exported? I see no security issue with personnel or the public being informed of the frequency of
such events.(EPA. 2003)
NORM Radioactive waste is not legally classed as an industrial waste. If exported it is likely to not be
recycled. Australia produces a large amount of 'recyclable' NORM steel through its oil, gas and mineral
exploitation and exploration activities. This waste is not recyclable but may end up being reused in
agriculture or entering the recycling stream.(ARPANSA.2008. RHSAC 2005.)
Briefly i will address some absurd proposed strategies considered by other state governments. Tasmania,
NSW and Queensland have mandated the use of reusable plastic bags. These need to be reused for a year in
order to have an equivalent environmental impact but often arn't.(Kimmel. 2014) It's important to not
commence the ban on plastic bags as is currently proposed as it is based on feelings rather than reliable
studies on the environmental impact this is intended to have. Bottle deposit schemes have been investigated
many times but have been rejected as the cost is higher. Ensure that you perform your duty to implement
policy that is likely to have a positive impact rather than surrender to populist rhetoric.
This inquiry must be conducted in co-operation with the AFP. Government funding allocated to
sophisticated organised criminal operations must cease. Victoria's waste disposal crisis has nothing to do
with capacity but with the Victorian government's compliance with the law. A working paper should be
produced in association with relevant stakeholders to assess the value per unit of recyclable goods to allow
corporate accountants to assess whether a particular provider is a start-up or budget fly-by-night smuggling
or otherwise criminal organisation. Such a working paper can aid in the prosecution of companies
transferring their 'recyclable' goods to waste disposal companies where an obvious red-flag exists in the
form of their pricing structure.
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